Mentoring

... programs and options to suit

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
An accredited coach and mentor, Michelle has helped hundreds of individuals and teams reach peak performance in their career
and life success. Whether you are looking to refine your approach, shift your thinking, change career altogether, accelerate
your progress, uncover hidden goals or elevate your ability to connect, inspire and achieve Michelle can help you secure these
outcomes.
There are a range of mentoring packages available to suit your needs:

Activator

Accelerator

Accelerator Plus

For people who are looking
for short term career advice
and support.

For people who are looking for more
comprehensive support and advice
to advance their career and life.

For people who are looking
for exponential career and life
success.

It’s time. Step ahead, step up and leap into your brilliant future.
WHAT PEOPLE SAY
Alison Huitfeldt, General Counsel, Linfox Armaguard Pty
Ltd
“Michelle is a fantastic coach and mentor – she made a huge
difference to my first year in an executive role – providing
insightful and strategic advice, whilst drawing from a wealth
of diverse and relevant experience. Her support didn’t just
apply to my day-to-day job, but also for my general career
and life. It has proved invaluable, and I will use and apply it
for many years to come. She is organised, thoughtful and
very switched on to the nuances of work and people: I have
no hesitation in recommending her.”
Deborah Greenwood Smith, HR Executive
“I partnered with Michelle over the last six months to help
me work through the next steps with my career. I found
the sessions insightful, thought provoking, and at times,
challenging. Michelle was focused on helping me stay
committed to my goals. She provides sound counsel,
when required, and was genuinely interested in helping me
find what worked best for me. I would highly recommend
working with Michelle.”

Matt Scrafton, Senior PMO professional, New Zealand
“As part of my career development I worked with Michelle
to provide advice, counsel and challenge on my leadership
and operating style. I found the sessions tremendously
valuable. Michelle has a unique ability to quickly understand
an organisational environment and context, and to therefore
ensure the sessions are targeted and relevant. I never
felt like Michelle was following a formulaic approach, but
that she was responding to what I needed, tailoring the
sessions and contextualising the advice. She is not only
supportive, wise and very insightful but is not afraid to hold
me accountable. I would highly recommend working with
her, and I am looking forward to working with her again.”
Renate Vogt, General Manager Regulation, Citipower and
Powercor
“I worked with Michelle during my transition to a new
executive position. She provided enormous support, great
counsel and appropriate challenge to ensure I was able to
leverage my skills and leadership to best effect in the new
role. Her extensive experience guarantees that you walk
away with additional knowledge, insight and fortitude. It
was an enriching and very worthwhile experience.”

explore resources

Program Options
ACTIVATOR

ACCELERATOR

5 x 30 minute private mentoring
sessions (zoom)

6 x 60 min private mentoring
sessions (face to face* / zoom)

Career assessment diagnostic
Leadership strengths diagnostic

6 x alternating fortnightly
private check in sessions
(phone)

Access to tailored weekly
insights throughout the program

ACCELERATOR PLUS
10 x 75 minute private
mentoring sessions (face to
face* / zoom)
10 x alternating fortnightly
private check in sessions
(phone)

Career assessment diagnostic
Career assessment diagnostic

Copy of Step Up: How to build
your influence at work
Copy of Career Leap: How
to reinvent and liberate your
career
Copy of the guide: Creating
your kick ass LinkedIn profile
Copy of the guide: Building
your career advisory board

Leadership strengths diagnostic
Leadership strengths diagnostic
Access to tailored weekly
insights throughout the program
Copy of Step Up: How to build
your influence at work
Copy of Career Leap: How
to reinvent and liberate your
career
Copy of the guide: Creating
your kick ass LinkedIn profile
Copy of the guide: Building
your career advisory board
Lifetime access to online
training course: Career Leap

Comprehensive 360 feedback
diagnostic (The Leadership
Circle)
Access to tailored weekly
insights throughout the program
Copy of Step Up: How to build
your influence at work
Copy of Career Leap: How
to reinvent and liberate your
career
Copy of the guide: Creating
your kick ass LinkedIn profile
Copy of the guide: Building
your career advisory board
Lifetime access to online
training course: Career Leap
1 x course attendance at
Step Up and Influence course
(Sydney or Melbourne)
Leadership accelerator kit:
Monthly ideas and tools to help
you accelerate your career
success
Support available outside set
mentoring sessions during life of
program

* Face to Face only available in
Sydney & Melbourne CBD.

* Face to Face only available in
Sydney & Melbourne CBD.
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Michelle Gibbings is the Workplace Expert
In a time of unprecedented change, Michelle is bringing back the happy to workplace culture by getting people
comfortable with embracing the unknown. Working globally, she empowers the leaders of tomorrow with practical
tools to thrive through complexity, unlock greater self-awareness, and make powerful, wise and congruent choices.
Choices that better serve their colleagues, organisation and career.
Speaking internationally, passionately and prominently about better ways to lead, Michelle is in high demand as an
innovative keynote speaker, advisor and executive mentor of choice, working with leading corporations and largescale
organisations.
As an author, Michelle focusses the spotlight on the shifting paradigms of work and employment. Her best-selling
books are must-have tools for both employees and managers - ‘Step Up: How to Build Your Influence at Work’,
‘Career Leap: How to Reinvent and Liberate your Career’, and most recently ‘Bad Boss: What to do if you work for
one, manage one, or are one’.
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